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Commission Policy Investigations

 Take a bigger-picture, statewide view on important issues

 2019-2020: Investigation of Electric Vehicle Policy and Regulation (5-EI-156)

 2020-Present: Investigation of Parallel Generation Purchase Rates (5-EI-157)

 2020-Present: Updating PSC 119 Interconnection Rules (1-AC-256)

 Those addressed specific topics…how can the Commission broadly engage with the 
range of policy ideas and recommendations emerging for the clean energy 
transition as a whole?

 Climate Task Force

 WI Energy and Distribution Technology Initiative (WEDTI)

 Utilities’ own zero-carbon goal-setting and planning

 Clean Energy Plan



Roadmap to Zero Carbon Investigation 

(Docket 5-EI-158)

 Gather information and identify the Commission’s role in the transition:

 Reap the economic and environmental benefits of the transition

 While maintaining reliability and affordability for all customers

 There are a wide range of issues associated with the transition- where to 

start? Request for public comment in April 2021:

 What are the 1-3 highest priorities for attention in this investigation?

 How should the Commission address each priority?

 Request included a summary of Climate Task Force recommendations, WEDTI 

recommendations, issues in utility plans- potential source for defining priorities 

but they don’t have to be the only sources 



Commenter Input on Priorities

 48 comments received

 Dozens of different priorities identified- how do we select initial priorities 

that we can act on reasonably quickly, with available time and resources?

 3 main criteria:

 How many commenters prioritized the issue?

 Are there identifiable options for the Commission to address within its jurisdiction 

and authority?

 What issues might make sense to do first?



Four Initial Priorities

 Commission reviewed and took action in September 2021:

 Utility Resource Planning

 Performance-Based Regulation

 Energy Efficiency

 Customer Affordability

 Pilot programming presented to the Commission as a fifth topic, but the 

Commission chose not to take action under the Roadmap

 Commission encourages utility pilots, but will continue to address programs on 

case-by-case basis as filed in individual dockets



Utility Resource Planning

 It’s important to transparent identifying and assessing utility generation decisions- plant 
retirements, selection of new generation. Especially with rapid pace of change.

 Commission does not have legislative authorization to require Integrated Resource Plans 
(IRPs)

 What can we do through our existing platform: the Strategic Energy Assessment (SEA)? 

 Two updates to the next SEA (5-ES-111)

 Request more information from utilities on their resource plans (similar information to IRPs)

 Include results of independent staff analysis on resource planning considerations

 Utility submissions received in November 2021- available in docket

 Draft SEA report will be published for public comment in June



Performance-Based Regulation (PBR)

 Approach to encourage better utility performance on desired policy outcomes 

 First, establish tracking of performance metrics

 Then consider whether/how to tie financial incentives to metric results

 Initial step: Jan. 11 workshop to initiate review and discussion of how PBR could 
be applied in Wisconsin

 We’re at the initial steps of the PBR process- clarifying what we want to do

 Further workshops and comments planned for summer/fall- details coming soon

 Focus on topics of affordability, energy efficiency, and demand response

 Clarify performance goals and objectives for those topics and then develop metrics to 
measure them

 Initial requests for comments out now! To inform upcoming first workshop



Energy Efficiency
 5 issues identified in relation to statewide Focus on Energy program, appropriate to review 

through Quadrennial Planning Process in 5-FE-104. Initial Commission decisions made in April:

 Aligning Focus’ programs and performance metrics with carbon reduction goals

 Efficiency remains the core emphasis, but use next four years as a “transitional period” to consider how 
the program can maximize its impacts on emissions reductions. Consider how to pursue enhanced 
emissions measurement and tracking

 Electrification

 Also use next four years as a “transitional period” to review appropriate role for Focus in addressing 
beneficial electrification

 Support for low-income customers

 Do more work to identify how Focus can best coordinate with other low-income programs and help fill 
gaps. Also consider developing community-based pilots

 Collaboration with utility demand response programs

 Maintain current level of support

 Approach to utility voluntary efficiency programs

 Provide a menu of options for additional/expanded programming

 More action will be taken to apply these general decisions in next phases of Quad Plan- Phase 
II memo will be released for comment soon



Customer Affordability

 How to address affordability challenges faced by lower-income customers?

 Commission has already separately taken some initial steps:

 Taking action to address COVID-related challenges in docket 5-UI-120

 Requesting energy burden information in utility annual reports

 Exploring securitization to reduce costs associated with coal plant retirements

 Next step: conduct more research and analysis to move these issues forward

 Received DOE technical assistance award in December 2021- work with national 

experts to improve quality of energy burden data and find opportunities for 

application



In Summary…

 Commission actively working on all four priorities throughout 2022

 Public engagement important at every step- and many are coming up soon

 SEA comment period begins in 5-ES-111

 Focus on Energy Phase II Quad Planning memo in 5-FE-104

 Performance-Based Regulation comments and workshops in 5-EI-158

 More to come on affordability in 5-EI-158

 Assess future of in docket later in 2022
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